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VIRUS OUTBREAK

Business outlook falls below 2008
crisis level to record low: poll
Survey finds large companies more despondent about prospects than smaller counterparts, as sales, profits and orders fell at a faster pace

By Annabeth Leow
leowhma@sph.com.sg
@AnnabethLeowBT
Singapore
SINGAPORE companies saw their
worst levels of business since the
Asian financial crisis in the first three
months of the year, as the deadly
novel coronavirus pandemic forced
the economy into hibernation.
Despite a milder decline in
end-2019 after six quarters of deterioration, sentiment fell much deeper
into negative territory by mid-April,
the latest quarterly The Business
Times-Singapore University of Social
Sciences Business Climate Survey
found.
Economist Tan Khay Boon, a
senior lecturer at SIM Global Education, said of the results: “The nearterm implication is that output and investment will decrease significantly
while unemployment will surge . . .
“For the mid-term, firms will be under greater pressure to cut costs, enhance their operational efficiency and
explore new customer bases.”
Maybank Kim Eng senior economist Chua Hak Bin also told BT that the
poll suggests this year’s pandemicdriven recession “will likely be worse
than the 2008 global financial crisis”.
Scores for sales, profits, and orders and new business all dropped
steeply, as did companies’ pessimism
over mid-term prospects, according
to the poll’s 151 respondents.

Overall, a net balance of 84 per
cent expected business to worsen in
the next six months.
The score – a whopping 76-percentage point decline on the quarter
prior – took the gloom to a level that
the survey’s authors noted was “marginally worse” than the last quarter of
2008. It was also the lowest reading
on record since the survey began in
1996.
The net balance is the difference
between the share of respondents seeing a year-on-year increase in an indicator, and those reporting a decrease.
Sales net balance was down by 40
points to -66 per cent, while profits
shed 35 points to -67 per cent and orders and new business lost 41 points
to -67 per cent. These figures are similar to the trough last seen in
mid-1998, when gross domestic
product shrank by 2.4 per cent.
Survey consultants Chow Kit Boey
and Chan Cheong Chiam predicted
that the economy will contract year
on year by between 4.3 per cent and 5
per cent in the second quarter.
Yet Maybank Kim Eng’s Dr Chua
called the forecast “far too optimistic”, as the poll, which was carried
out from March 13 to April 15, predated an extension of Singapore’s
quasi-lockdown.
He has pegged gross domestic
product (GDP) to shrink by 15 per
cent to 20 per cent instead.
Ms Chow also told BT that the enhanced circuit breaker, which was extended by a month on April 21, could
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“The near-term
implication is that output
and investment will
decrease significantly
while unemployment will
surge . . . For the
mid-term, firms will be
under greater pressure
to cut costs, enhance
their operational
efficiency and explore
new customer bases.”
Tan Khay Boon, senior lecturer at
SIM Global Education

have dampened sentiment beyond
the survey findings – especially for
the construction industry, which has
been hit by a work stoppage as labourers were ordered to stay home.
“If Singapore starts to relax restrictions in June, opening up more sectors, then I think GDP will be around
our forecast,” she said.
“If strict restrictions continue
longer, the second quarter would contract more – by around 7 per cent, the
largest drop since the global financial
crisis.”
Quarterly GDP last shrank by 7.7
per cent in the first three months of
2009. Still, United Overseas Bank economist Barnabas Gan added that the
reopening of markets such as China

and South Korea could give a lift to export-related companies here.
Similarly, Dr Tan noted that restrictions on businesses will likely be
eased soon. He said: “More countries
are also beginning to unlock their economies and this will help to generate
more optimism in the business climate.”
The transport and communications sector registered the smallest
contraction in areas such as sales and
outlook. Construction players had
the most resilient profits, while manufacturers saw the smallest drop in
new orders.
Mr Gan said: “Larger firms tend to
be impacted more heavily by disruptions to global supply chains and a reduction in global demand as they are
more exposed to global trade . . . We
expect Singapore’s exports to be impacted negatively from a reduction in
global trade as it is a trade-reliant economy.”
The survey found large companies
more despondent about their prospects than their smaller counterparts, as their sales, profits and orders fell at a faster pace. Meanwhile,
foreign firms saw bigger declines,
and were further in the red, compared with local businesses.
While support measures such as
wage subsidies have been rolled out
since February, Dr Chua suggested
that the weaker showing among big
and foreign firms may have come as
“the fiscal packages are designed to
direct its financial support more to
smaller SMEs and local workers”.
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2020 vision test

SoftBank concentration risk comes
to the fore in Asia tech ecosystem

Asian portfolio companies of the Vision Fund could see
their exits shaped by SoftBank woes, Covid-19

By Sharanya Pillai
hspillai@sph.com.sg
@SharanyaBT
Singapore
A FEW years ago, the entry of SoftBank’s Vision Fund into Asia heralded
hope of a tech boom. But today, all
eyes will be on how deep the Vision
Fund’s losses run in SoftBank’s fullyear results announcement, and
whether there could be any rollover
impact on its iconic portfolio companies in Asia, ranging from social media
darling ByteDance to embattled hotel
chain Oyo.
Last month, SoftBank revealed
that it expects a massive 1.8 trillion
yen (S$24.2 billion) loss in its US$100
billion Vision Fund for the year ended
March, pushing the group into the red
for the first time in 15 years.
Much of the squeeze is expected to
come from soured bets like WeWork,
but some losses could also arise from
valuation writedowns on startups
hammered by Covid-19.
If SoftBank faces heat from its own
shareholders over the Vision Fund
losses, the pressure may also roll
over to any of its Asian portfolio companies that have outsized exposure
to the Japanese conglomerate.
“I believe two types of companies
will face more pressure: those which
depend on SoftBank for the next
round of funding; and those where
SoftBank’s ownership is too high for
other investors to be comfortable to
come in,” said Jianggan Li, chief executive of venture builder Momentum
Works.
Factors that determine whether
other investors are willing to enter
could include whether SoftBank controls the majority of the company’s
shares or debt, how aggressive the
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terms of its investment are and to
what extent the Japanese firm holds
sway over the board.
The issue of how exposed Asia’s
major tech unicorns are to SoftBank
could then shape whether they can retain their growth strategies and stay
private until the Initial Public Offering
(IPO) window reopens, or if they may
be forced to exit prematurely, possibly even consolidating with rivals.
SoftBank’s Vision Fund has backed
at least 23 companies in Asia, of
which about 15 have yet to undertake
an IPO (see table). The Asian crown
jewel is arguably TikTok owner ByteDance, with a reported valuation of
US$78 billion.
Closer to home, SoftBank has sunk
at least US$1.46 billion in super-app
player Grab and up to US$200 million
in Vietnamese digital payments
player VNLife. SoftBank previously
joined a US$1.1 billion funding round
in Indonesia’s Tokopedia, and is reportedly planning to invest another
US$1.5 billion with Alibaba and Temasek, according to a Financial Times
report in January.
Some Vision Fund portfolio companies in Asia could find themselves
cash-strapped amid the impact from
Covid-19. Their resilience will then
rest on whether they are able to tap
other sources of capital independent
of SoftBank.
“Since SoftBank is also facing pressure from its own shareholders and
their next few investments will likely
be heavily scrutinised, I would say
that these shareholders’ pressure will
effectively flow down to these portfolio companies,” said Terence Sim, an
investment director at India-based
Smile Group, which invests in and
builds Internet businesses.

James Tan, managing partner of
Quest Ventures, added: “Concentration risk is real and founders will now
be forced to de-risk themselves and
their shareholders by diversifying
their investor pool with more domain-knowledge investors for go-tomarket challenges.”
Are any of the Vision Fund’s Asian
bets looking vulnerable? Indian
budget hotel chain Oyo may be one,
Mr Li of Momentum Works reckoned.
According to a November 2019
CNBC report, SoftBank is said to own
48 per cent of Oyo, while founder
Ritesh Agarwal controls 30 per cent.
Its latest round was bankrolled solely
by SoftBank and Mr Agarwal, with the
latter taking out US$2 billion in loans
personally guaranteed by Mr Son.
Another Vision Fund player that
could be vulnerable is Chinese robotics firm CloudMinds, which has been
barred by US authorities from transferring its technology to China. The
startup is now saddled with high cash
burn amid repeated attempts to go
public, Reuters reported in January.
There are other Asian Vision Fund
companies that may be in a safer position thanks to their more diverse base
of shareholders, but they may still
face strong headwinds as a result of
Covid-19.
For instance, e-commerce players
backed by the Vision Fund, such as
Tokopedia, South Korea’s Coupang
and India’s FirstCry, may be beneficiaries of soaring e-commerce
volumes amid Covid-19, but they will
also need to contend with potentially
higher supply chain costs. These players will need to manage their cash
prudently in a segment infamous for
cash burn wars.
Another Vision Fund company

that is likely to be watched closely is
Grab. In an April 20 report, analyst
Kirk Boodry of Redex Holdings, who
publishes on Smartkarma, said that
SoftBank may write down the valuations on the Vision Fund’s ride-hailing plays, which have been throttled
by Covid-19.
In April, Uber said that it will make
a US$2 billion writedown on investments. This could involve China’s
Didi Chuxing or Grab.
Mr Boodry speculated that SoftBank may write down its valuation of
Grab by US$1 billion. But he added a
caveat: “Grab is the toughest to figure
because it is exposed but it also
raised US$856 million from MUFG
and Japanese IT company TIS Intec in
February, so it has cash and a recent
validation of value.”
It is not clear how large a stake SoftBank has built up in Grab since it first
backed the company in 2014. SoftBank also has indirect interests in
Grab held by its other portfolio companies, Uber and Didi. Uber took a
27.5 per cent stake and a board seat
in Grab after leaving South-east Asia.
When asked about its degree of exposure to SoftBank and whether there
could be any impact from SoftBank’s
woes, a Grab spokesperson said: “SoftBank is a great partner to us and we
are blessed to have their continued
support.”
Mr Li reckoned that Grab, like ByteDance, will be safe, thanks to a “solid
business model, good competitive position in a promising market and
good founders”.
What will be the lasting impact of
the Vision Fund on Asia’s tech ecosystem? Has its aggressive investing
strategy helped or hurt startups
more? Sentiment is mixed at best.
Some like Hian Goh of Openspace
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ByteDance
Paytm
Grab

China
India
Singapore

Oyo
Coupang
Chehaoduo
Tokopedia
Full Truck Alliance
Ola
Delhivery
PolicyBazaar
FirstCry
Klook
Grofers
CloudMinds
VNLife

India
South Korea
China
Indonesia
China
India
India
India
India
Hong Kong
India
China, US
Vietnam

Social media
E-commerce, fintech
Ride-hailing,
food delivery, fintech
Budget hotels
E-commerce
Car sales
E-commerce
Logistics
Ride-hailing
E-commerce logistics
Insurtech
E-commerce
Travel tech
Grocery delivery
Cloud robotics
Fintech

ESTIMATED
VALUATION*/
US$ BILLION

78
16
14
10
9
9
7
6.4
6
1.6
1.5
1.2
1
0.77
0.44
Not available

*Based on available media reports; may not be up-to-date
Note: This list is non-exhaustive
Source: Compiled by BT

Ventures, which is invested in Gojek,
stand by the Vision Fund’s contributions.
“Say what you want about SoftBank, but the facts remain that they
have played a meaningful part in creating some of the most disruptive
companies in the world: WeWork,
Tokopedia, ByteDance, Slack, Didi
and Uber. Softbank has accelerated
the change in our lives, and made the
future arrive faster,” he said.
And to be fair, SoftBank has also
been a critical early-stage investor
beyond the Vision Fund. Its earlystage venture capital arm, SoftBank
Ventures Asia (SVA), has also backed
over 100 startups.
SVA’s South-east Asian portfolio
comprises familiar names such as
Temasek-backed cashback app ShopBack and used-car platform Carro.
Mr Sim of Smile Group agreed that

SoftBank has played “a very important role” in Asian tech, but also added: “Perhaps, it was too much capital, too soon. This has resulted in startups expanding into new markets
even when the markets are not ready
for it and I suspect we will see a few
high profile failures over the next few
years.”
Another regional investor, who
asked not to be named, says that any
frothiness is to be blamed not on SoftBank, but more on venture capitalists’
groupthink. “They chase deals because SoftBank or some large named
investors have invested in those startups. This is a silly approach of hoping for valuation bumps along the
way,” the investor said.
Whatever the sentiment, it will be
worth watching how the SoftBankfuelled future of Asia tech shapes up,
and whether Mr Son’s 100-year vision
passes the Covid-19 test.

